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The monogram is an attractive and popular way of personalizing your wardrobe or household

linens: tablecloths, napkins, sheets, pillowcases, towels, handkerchiefs, blouses, shirts, dresses,

sweaters, jackets, and other items.This collection contains 350 unusual and striking monograms

taken from a rare Viennese album printed at the turn of the century. All the monograms that can be

composed with pairs of letters are here. The book also includes a number of crowns plus several

large and small alphabets with numerals, both Roman and Arabic. All are charted for ready use in

different forms of needlework Ã¢â‚¬â€• needlepoint, latch-hooking, counted cross-stitch, crochet, or

knitting.The informative introduction tells you how to enlarge or reduce the monograms, and gives

simple directions on how to do them in your favorite form of needlework.
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This is a fantastic book with step by step instructions for multiple different fonts and motifs. I have

used this book as a guideline in creating multiple projects. The instructions for creating each letter

are easy to transcribe and follow. I purchased this book as a beginner and I found the instructions

easy understand and simple to follow. The letters contained in this book go from simple block

lettering to fancy and elaborate script that resemble artwork instead of the alphabet. I have loaned

this book to many friends who have loved this book so much that they have purchased it for their



own collections. I would recommend purchasing this book for yourself, for a friend or even to give as

a gift to a novice cross-stitcher. This is a book that will remain in your collection for many years and

will be passed down to future generations. In short, I am extremely pleased with this purchase and

would recommend this book to any person interested in learning multiple different alphabets, no

matter their experience level.

I love this book but it's hard to put monogram together if they are not already pictured as such. For

instance a v with a c is not shown together so you have to look for them each separately to halfway

belong together. It does help with accuracy or whatever though.

Many elegant monograms to choose from. Ideas for using them and easy to read patterns.

Enjoyable for stitchers at every level.

First of all it was shipped on time and received in excellent condition. Learning to read charted

designs is somewhat ofa challenge, however, once you do it a few times it gets easier. Just love the

booklet. Many thanks, ChathamJanet

I want to comment on two reviews done before me. I am surprised why both people only gave 4

stars when this book actually deserves 5. Both reviewers are being very harsh on such a good

book.Firstly, this is not a book for beginners. Its in a reference book, like a dictionary is to a linguist.

Its not for beginners or advanced users only, its for everyone.Secondly, this book is very well

produced using space very efficiently to provide value for money. If you have poor eye-sight or just

would like a blown-out version of a pattern feel free to feel creative and use a copying

machine!Third, I would like to say that this book is universal. It may say needlepoint and

cross-stitch, but its also excellent for beadveawing. Its perfect for a brickstitch (beads) and using a

loom. I have made a few bracelets with people's initials to make my gifts more personal.I totally

wore off this book because of using it so often over the years.And one piece of advice to others,

when you decide to write a review, think about the amount of work that goes into producing a book

and ask yourself "Could I have made a better job of this?"

This has wonderful charted designs and shows how to combine and suggestions for color.

I will be using this book as a help with the Crazt Quilt I am making. It is a beautiful bookand will be



very helpful. I gave it a 5 star because it deserves it.Margaret J. G.

Great buy! I will use this for framed family monograms, adults and children. I lOVE the way the

letters can be interpreted and read either way. Clever!
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